A Historical Analysis of the Relationship Between Encephalitis Lethargica and Postencephalitic Parkinsonism: A Complex Rather than a Direct Relationship
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Abstract: Postencephalitic parkinsonism has been considered unique among disorders with parkinsonian features because it is believed to have a unitary etiology associated with the virus that presumably caused encephalitis lethargica. Careful analysis of the historical record, however, suggests that this relationship is more complex than commonly perceived. In most cases, the diagnosis of acute encephalitis lethargica was made post hoc, and virtually any catarrh-like illness was considered to have represented encephalitis lethargica, often after an oral history-taking that was undoubtedly subject to patient recall and physician bias. Also, postencephalitic parkinsonism and oculogyric crises were not recognized as sequelae to encephalitis lethargica until well after other sequelae such as movement disorders and mental disturbances had been identified (see previous paper). We suggest here that the relationship between encephalitis lethargica and postencephalitic parkinsonism is not simplistic, i.e., encephalitis lethargica was not solely responsible for the etiology of postencephalitic parkinsonism, thus aligning the latter with most other parkinsonian disorders that are now believed to have multiple causes.
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INTRODUCTION

"In syndromes, anomalies must not be considered mere forme fruste but rather serve as stimuli to question the prevailing paradigm."1

Encephalitis lethargica (EL) was a polymorphic epidemic disease of the early part of the 20th century that was characterized by von Economo in 1917.2,3 Although the cause of the disease remains unknown, it is generally assumed to have had a viral etiology and some clinicians of the time and subsequently linked the disease to the approximately contemporaneous influenza pandemic.4 A recent review, however, revealed little evidence supporting this relationship, although the possibility could not be excluded.5 Although many aspects of EL remain unknown, there is good evidence that it had multiple sequelae, the most serious of which in adults was postencephalitic parkinsonism (PEP).6 PEP received popular attention in the 1973 book, Awakenings, by Oliver Sacks7 and the later movie of the same name. We present here and in the companion paper8 a detailed historical analysis of the epidemic period suggesting that the relationship between EL and PEP is less definitive, or perhaps more complex, than current belief warrants.

Five factors stimulated our search for evidence that EL and PEP may be less related than currently believed: (1) Casals et al.4 thoroughly reviewed the evidence relating parkinsonism to viruses and con-
cluded that, although viruses may invade the CNS, they rarely, if ever, cause parkinsonism. Consequently, assuming that EL was caused by a virus requires accepting that the EL virus was unique in that it could cause parkinsonism. An alternative explanation is that EL did not directly cause PEP. (2) In the EL/PEP literature, we repeatedly found reports describing patients with PEP who had no prior history of an acute phase of EL (cf. below). Typically these patients were assumed to have had asymptomatic EL (i.e., forme fruste), but we question that assumption. (3) PEP and oculogyric crises (OCs) were not considered as sequelae to EL until well after it was clear that EL resulted in other chronic sequelae, suggesting that perhaps it is not a unitary condition. (4) Initially many clinicians saw little differences between PEP and idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD). (5) The amytotatic-akinetic (parkinsonian) form of acute EL, which is one of the reasons EL and PEP have been linked, was not universally recognized initially and was considered by some observers to be different symptomatically from PEP.

Factors 3–5 have been addressed in the previous paper of this two-paper set. We showed that by approximately 1924, it was generally accepted that PEP was one of a variety of types of long-term sequelae of EL. Considering the initial diagnostic confusion, however, the data supporting this assertion was muddled. Moreover, we showed in that paper that the “parkinsonian” type of EL was possibly limited temporally and geographically in its presence and therefore may have been a unique variant of EL, casting further doubt on the relationship between EL and PEP.

Here, as in the previous paper, we have incorporated information that was published in all three of the major scientific languages of the period: English, French, and German.

**VIRUSES, EL, AND PEP**

Casals et al. examined the possible relationships between parkinsonism and the following known viruses: California encephalitis, Coackie virus diseases, Cytopialovirus infections, Eastern equine encephalitis, herpes virus infection, HIV, infectious mononucleosis, influenza, Japanese encephalitis, lymphocytic chorionemnogitis, mumps, Murray valley encephalitis, papoviruses, polioivirus, rubella, rubola (measles), Russian spring-summer encephalitis (European tick-borne encephalitis), St. Louis encephalitis, Varicella (zoster virus), Venezuelan equine encephalitis, and Western equine encephalitis. They concluded, “Encephalitides due to established neurotrophic viruses or to other viruses that may on occasion invade the CNS only rarely produce parkinsonism, and when they do it differs from that seen in EL.” They also noted that, although the data on the etiology of EL is consistent with a virus, this is an assumption. These authors thus paradoxically attributed EL to a virus but concluded that viruses do not generally cause the symptomatology associated with EL and PEP. No publications subsequent to this article suggest an alternate view.9 Accepting a viral etiology for a parkinsonian disorder is most reasonable when the latter occurs during the acute or convalescent stage of a febrile illness;10 it would seem much less likely in the cases of PEP, which occurred years after apparent recovery from EL.

**PREVIOUS HISTORIES OF PEP PATIENTS**

In his 1924 monograph, Chronic Epidemic Encephalitis, Wimmer stated: “Among my own patients, it was only in a minority of cases that I was able to obtain information, which indicated a fairly typical “encephalitis lethargica.” Far more frequently there was an indication of a short, common febrile phase, without the encephalitis triad (fever, lethargy, eye symptoms), and which was designated by the physician in charge of the patient, or by the patient himself, sometimes as “influenza,” sometimes as “the Spanish disease” (commonly called the flu).” Wimmer attributed cases that showed no acute symptoms at all to “ambulatory encephalitis.”

Many other clinicians of this period, including von Economo, also reported that a varying percentage (in some cases a majority) of their PEP patients had no previous history of an acute phase of EL (Table 1). Krabbe, in 1932, in addition to noting that many cases of EL were originally diagnosed as influenza, also noted the difficulty in distinguishing EL from what has been formerly called multiple sclerosis. Similarly, Corral-Corrall and Quereda Rodriguez-Navarro in a 2007 review of chronic EL in Spain reported that in Galicia there were many PEP cases although there had not been a previous EL epidemic in that city. Similarly, von Economo noted that there were cities such as Buenos Aires that had a substantial number of PEP cases but no serious EL epidemics. This seems difficult to explain unless one accepted that virtually every case of EL in these cities were forme frustes.

As just noted, the development of PEP in patients without prior EL symptomatology has repeatedly been explained by suggesting that these patients had had asymptomatic EL (forme fruste). This argument appears circular; it assumes EL caused PEP and therefore assumes that if a patient had PEP without any evidence of EL, we must be missing the evidence of EL.
TABLE 1. Relationships between acute EL, influenza and PEP from epidemic period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>EL*</th>
<th>Influenza**</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drysdale12, Levy13</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For a few there was no confirmation of an EL phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons et al.14</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
<td>“... The history of the patient shows in this parkinsonian syndrome, with varying degrees of evidence (our italics) but almost known after research, some characteristic sign of its encephalitic origin...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symonds15, Naville16</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Many patients with sequelae were not recognized as having an acute phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23 cases that consisted of postencephalitic sequelae not originally diagnosed as EL; some were diagnosed as ocular paralysis, some with nothing; assumes that these patients had rudimentary or abortive EL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wimmer11</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distinct acute phase was apparent only in minority of chronic cases (see text).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen17</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>The history for four other PEP cases was considered to be “stroke,” and for three, nothing was listed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassin and Basoe18</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Three other cases had neither influenza nor EL; “PEP was associated with syphilis, head injury, and in cases with no history the patient was considered to have “paralysis agitans sine agitation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel19</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Five other PEP cases had neither influenza nor EL; notes that the hospital (Scotland) had seen quite a few cases of “postencephalitic syndrome” in last two years but it has been rare to be able to attribute the disorder to a prior phase of acute EL; rather, influenza was a much more frequently cited prior disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young20</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Five other cases had neither influenza nor EL; acute diagnoses ranged from asymptomatic to appendicitis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons21</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Common finding for acute attack to be mild and ambulatory when previous histories are carefully examined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill22</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“The insidious development of the syndrome (PEP) with no history of an acute attack.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von Economo2, Borthwick23</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Noted that there were PEP cases with no prior illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter24, Krabbe25</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Six had no preceding illness; 18 of the 38 influenza cases were considered consistent with EL and rediagnosed as EL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurst26</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Some cases had a febrile illness prior to admission and had been diagnosed with encephalitis; one occurred after mumps and after ethmoiditis. Others gave no history of acute illness.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon et al.27</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>In four additional PEP patients, a history of encephalitis was considered probable whereas for another 7 PEP’s no history of encephalitis could be ascertained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal28</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>26 other cases had some illness that might have been EL; 149 others gave no history at all of any illness that seemed to resemble EL; noted that it is entirely possible in the latter cases that there had occurred an acute phase of the disease that was undiagnosed as EL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimsdale29</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td>53 other patients resembled PEP in clinical features but had no history of a prior episode of EL; Dimsdale referred to these cases as “indeterminate parkinsonism.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chavany et al.30</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“In the greatest number of parkinsonian syndromes that we actually saw at the time of condition, in subjects young and adult, the proof of initial infection cannot be given.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baruk31</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>One case; first signs of PEP appeared in 1939; no notable antecedent illness is present in the patient’s history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacks7, Corral-Corral and Quereda Rodriguez-Navarro32</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Seven other cases had no documentation of either EL or influenza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 other cases did not have EL; these data are not limited to PEP (i.e., they include all postencephalitic syndromes); in some patients there were no prior signs of EL; also noted that in Galicia in 1920 there were more than 100 postencephalitic cases whereas almost no cases of EL occurred there (review of Spanish cases from epidemic period).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of postencephalitic or PEP cases reviewed whose history showed putative acute EL phase.
**Number of postencephalitic or PEP cases reviewed whose history showed influenza rather than acute EL (or influenza that was then rediagnosed as EL).

In the vast majority of these situations patient histories were based on patient recall, a process that much data have shown to be highly error-prone (cf. below). Pertaining to the issue of patients with asymptomatic EL, the idea that such persons existed probably developed based on the perplexing issue of EL transmission.
With some notable exceptions (e.g., Derby girls’ school case), the evidence for person-to-person transmission of EL was weak.1 Thus, based on the medical knowledge at the time, researchers concluded that the disease must have been spread by asymptomatic individuals or “healthy carriers;” “encephalitis lethargica is chiefly conveyed by persons who show no clinical signs of the disease, and in other instances through the agency of mild cases.”14 At this period, our understanding of the processes by which diseases could be spread was limited, e.g., poliomyelitis was thought to be spread by entry of viruses into the nasal passages.34 Thus, the entire justification for “healthy carriers” and/or asymptomatic patients may have been in error.

In contrast to some of the data presented in Table 1, Duvoisin and Yahr in 1965 argued that only a small percentage of PEP cases developed in patients who did not have symptomatic EL, citing reports by Ziegler and Hall.36 Ziegler’s 1928 study of Mayo clinic patients reported that only about 15% of PEP cases did not have a history of acute EL. Ziegler’s study, however, was not limited to PEP patients but included all of the types of EL sequelae; PEP cases constituted 78% of this cohort. Ziegler noted that in 22% of the cases, the acute attack had been diagnosed as influenza but that careful clinical analysis revealed it to be EL. In addition to influenza, the acute attacks had also been initially diagnosed as, “smallpox, measles, mumps, acute rheumatic fever, pleurisy, sore eyes, diarrhea, injury to the head or back, brain tumor, acute appendicitis, typhoid, meningitis, skin rash, pelvic abscess, neuritis, tonsillitis, and so forth.”

In his report of 1934, Hall stated, “Out of 480 cases of parkinsonism of which I have full records, about 5 per cent are of this kind, in which there has never been a day’s illness which could not be construed (our italics) as the acute infection.” Thus, in both of the reports cited by Duvoisin and Yahr, the authors made post hoc diagnoses of EL based on the current manifestations of a disease (cf. above).

Hoehn and Yahr in 1967 presented data on 586 cases of parkinsonism of all types who were seen at the Vanderbilt Clinic of the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center from 1949–1964. They stated, “In reviewing charts, it was found that many patients, when first seen in the 1930s and 1940s, had been diagnosed as postencephalitic parkinsonism only because the onset of disease occurred at an early age. They had no history of encephalitis lethargica or any other infectious illness, which might be confused with it; they have neither the pathognomonic sequelae (oculogyria and palilalia) nor the other common neurologic sequelae of encephalitis lethargica. Clinically they are in no way different from patients seen more recently with an early age of onset who are now classified as primary parkinsonism and in this study are classified in that group.” These authors also noted a category of parkinsonian patients, indeterminate parkinsonism, in which it was impossible to determine whether the disease was primary or secondary as in PEP, noting in particular that the retrospective diagnosis of EL may have been in error. Thus, these authors also expressed doubts about the post hoc diagnoses of EL during the epidemic period.

**INFLUENZA AS EL**

There have been multiple recent reports—based on both historical and molecular data—which have cast influenza as a very unlikely cause of the EL epidemic (see reviews by Reid et al.; McCall et al.; Foley5,38–41 although it could not be ruled out. Despite this view, for patient histories, as evidenced by Table 1 and above, episodes of influenza have been repeatedly rediagnosed as EL to justify a diagnosis of PEP. There is little doubt that some cases of influenza and presumably other conditions were misdiagnosed as EL (Table 2). Accordingly, the Spanish influenza was often reported to have neurologic signs and symptoms that were identical to EL (e.g., diplopia, ptosis, paralysis, pareses, chorea, myoclonus, psychoses, etc.; Table 2); thus, how do we know whether the patients really had EL or influenza, or both (cf. below). Ordway in his 1920 report on the neurologic complications of influenza at Boston City Hospital noted these neurologic disorders were “postinfluenzal” complications, i.e., they had the same relationship to influenza as PEP to EL, and he reported one case of “paralysis agitans” that had an “indeterminate” relationship to the preceding influenza.48 In their 1976 review of Parkinson’s disease in Finland, Marttila and Rinne specifically stated that in differentiating PD from PEP, a history of Spanish influenza was not considered equivalent to encephalitis.

Undoubtedly, part of the problem surrounding this issue is that the diagnosis of EL was subjective and imprecise. Accordingly, some clinicians at the time considered it markedly overdiagnosed.53 This is perhaps best exemplified by Hirsch, who in 1920 asked, “What at the moment is not encephalitis lethargica?” Thus, the rediagnosis of influenza episodes as EL reflects this imprecision, but by the same token, if the diagnosis was so imprecise, how is it possible to define a relationship between EL and PEP? Neal et al. noted...
that a rather large percentage of their 450 cases of EL had previously suffered from some defect or from an acute infection of the CNS prior to developing EL and that this might be responsible for their sequelae.

**PATIENT RECALL**

It is likely that in many and, perhaps, most situations pertaining to EL/PEP, the diagnosis of a previous illness such as EL was based on patient recollection. It seems likely that an analogous situation to EL/PEP exists in Gulf War syndrome.

Similar to EL, Gulf syndrome lacks a concise case definition and has notoriously nonspecific symptoms. It has many features suggesting recall bias; Gulf veterans report all symptoms more frequently than military controls. Practically every outcome and exposure surveyed have statistically significant associations.  


g | post hoc modifications of events occur that conform to improving health perception recall fewer wartime health hazard exposures over time, whereas those with worsening health perception recall new wartime health hazards over time.  Survey participation rates are consistently 5–10% higher among Gulf war veterans than military controls  and linkage occurred between news stories and subsequent exposure claims.  Remarkable incongruities occur in recall by veterans deployed only during the precombat Desert Shield phase. Twelve percent claim exposure to the nerve agent antidote pyridostigmine, 22% claim exposure to SCUD alarms, 5% to SCUD attacks, and 28% exposure to chemical weapons, all before these exposures actually occurred.

Recall bias is inherent in brain storage and retrieval. Identified factors include availability, saliency, recency, and aggregation. Three more aspects of bias seem particularly relevant to the PEP situation. These are state bias in which depressed people recall negative information; effort after meaning, whereby post hoc modifications of events occur that conform to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Nervous complications of influenza that resemble EL symptomatology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>“There is no acute malady after which disturbance of the nervous system is so frequent as after influenza, and none that has such varied nervous sequelae;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savage</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Influenza of all the infectious diseases is the most likely to be followed by mental disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Epilepsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonne</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Bulbar paralysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Published in British Medical Journal, “Cases resembling encephalitis lethargica occurring during the influenza epidemic;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillain and Libert</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Paralysis of the serratus anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordway</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Neuroses, neuritis, hemiplegia, encephalitis, chorea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whale</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Pertaining to problems of phonation, “... every degree of deficiency of movement may occur, from a mere lack of ‘snap’ or decisiveness in the act of adduction up to a condition in which, although there is obviously no aritenoid fixation, the cords hardly move from the cadaveric position. There is ample glotic space for breathing, but a whisper is the only possible form of speech. This general paresis of intrinsic laryngeal muscles is not the only form seen. Often the criothyroid is spared, as if the poison had selective action on the recurrent laryngeal nerve. Or a lack of tension, with ample movements, suggesting that only the cricothyroid is affected, may occur,”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrahams</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Recorded several cases of transient Bell’s palsy and saw two cases of unilateral posterior thoracic neuritis with paralysis of the serratus anterior; one directly followed an acute attack of influenza, the other appearing a few weeks after convalescence; stated that a high percentage of the more serious cases, whether fatal or not, showed marked involuntary jerks and twitchings of one limb or of the head and neck or of one side of the abdomen or of the back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boenninghaus</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Described three cases of unilateral pharyngeal paralysis following influenza; in the first, the involvement of the pharynx was an isolated phenomenon; in the second, it was associated with facial paralysis on the same side; and in the third with paralysis of the tongue, palate, and vocal cord of the same side; dysphagia was moderate in degree, but it was impossible to swallow solids without taking some fluid afterwards; the diagnosis in each case was made by examination of the pharynx on phonation, when the posterior pharyngeal wall was seen to be drawn to the normal side.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
subsequent events; and rumination bias, wherein people with diseases think more intensely about prior exposures than healthy individuals.60

Such flawed recall produces profound research biases. Retrospective studies exaggerate the placebo effect up to fivefold.62 Head injury patients underestimate their symptoms preinjury, thereby increasing apparent postconcussion syndrome.63 Mothers of malformed infants retrospectively increase their reported use of medications in pregnancy.64 This increases the reported congenital malformation rate fourfold for itraconazole65 and 7.6-fold for oral contraceptives.66

Reports of EL and PEP are all clinical case series. They are unblinded and retrospective. They lack control groups and are susceptible to interviewer bias. Physicians often redirect patient histories into narrow yes/no questions.67 Questions of this structure leave out the “I don’t know” response, increasing intrusion errors.68 Repeated questioning, as would occur in chronic conditions, can increase reported exposures by 13%.69

Patient oral histories are more accurate for well-defined chronic conditions than for less-defined conditions.70 Whereas PEP may be the former, delayed recall of a transient attack of EL is not. Clinical diagnosis based on ex post facto clinical interview is a flawed procedure. For example, in an adult follow-up study of childhood Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder the positive predictive value of such a retrospective diagnosis was only 27%.70 Retrospective clinical diagnosis of EL without contemporary medical records or a sound case definition is likewise suspect.

CONCLUSIONS

Although we question here the foundation supporting the purported relationship between EL and PEP, we want to emphasize that we do not negate the existence of either. EL was undoubtedly overdiagnosed but its independent identification by well-regarded clinicians in many different countries leaves little doubt that it was a distinct nosological entity. Rather, our purpose in these two articles has been to demonstrate that the currently perceived relationship between EL and PEP, i.e., that an episode of EL inevitably led to PEP, is not consistent with ALL or even most of the literature from the epidemic period. We suggest that for various reasons (language, reputations of individuals, etc.) a particular view became embedded in neurologic thinking and has not been challenged since that time.

Table 1 demonstrates that the accepted relationship between EL and PEP, to a large extent, was based on post hoc diagnoses in which influenza as well as many other conditions were considered to have been EL. Josephine Neal, who supervised the vaccine trials for EL and the writing of four massive surveys of the literature on EL,71 stated in the final 1942 volume, “the range of symptomatology in acute encephalitis lethargica is so wide that often the diagnosis can be made only with difficulty and occasionally not with certainty.”28 Thus, making a diagnosis at the time the patient was ill was precarious; making a post hoc diagnosis seems unjustified.

In addition, we have demonstrated that during the epidemic period there was great confusion as to how EL, PEP and PD related to each other.8 An etiologic relationship was presumed between EL and PEP notwithstanding the absence of any reliable biologic data on the cause of either. We have also showed that, based on published symptomatology and sequelae, there is almost as much justification for associating the Spanish influenza with PEP as for associating EL with PEP. Furthermore, we have proposed that patient recall/physician bias was probably highly influential (i.e., a self-fulfilling prophecy) in the presumptive relationship between EL and PEP.

For this review, we have considered EL to have begun in Europe in Vienna with von Economo’s 1917 characterization of the syndrome. However, there are earlier (1916) reports of EL on the French warfront72 and even earlier from Romania.28 Souques73 published a paper in 1922 that was titled, “Retrospective diagnosis of encephalitis lethargica in a case of Parkinson’s disease lasting 12 years,” suggesting that a patient had EL in 1910 that caused her current PD (PEP). More interesting, because EL is believed to have spread from East to West, are a few sporadic U.S. cases as early as 1910. For example, the 1929 Matheson Commission Report74 described a U.S. case of a two-year old who in 1912 appeared to have acute EL that resulted in his being diagnosed with chronic EL in 1928. If these cases are truly EL, then the nonrecognition of PEP until 1920 is even more surprising. On the other hand, Brusa and Pramstaller75 examined more than 1000 articles from the neurological literature pertaining to parkinsonism between 1850 and 1916 and described three cases that they considered “atypical parkinsonian cases,” from 1895, 1905, and 1909. All three lacked a tremor and the authors concluded that, “clinical syndromes characterized by the presence of extrapyramidal, pseudobulbar, ocular symptoms, and the absence of tremor were also present in the preencephalitic era.” These reports are at least suggestive of the presence of PEP before the definitive existence of EL.
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The most obvious criticism of our approach is, if it was not EL, then what caused PEP? Our response is that we do not dispute a role for EL in PEP. EL indeed likely contributed to the development of PEP in most, but perhaps not in all, cases, and there is no definite evidence to indicate that all subjects who developed EL subsequently developed PEP. It is also unclear whether all PEP patients had experienced EL. Similar to the current view pertaining to virtually every other parkinsonian disorder, the development of PEP may have depended upon a complex interaction of environmental (perhaps EL and/or influenza) and predisposing (presumably genetic) factors. The importance of casting doubt on the commonly perceived one-to-one EL-PEP relationship is that, if negated, PEP aligns with other parkinsonian disorders in terms of causation and in this manner perhaps allows for a more unified approach to understanding the pathophysiology of all of these disorders.
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